The goal of image segmentation is to partition a digital image into disjoint regions of interest. Of the many proposed image-segmentation methods, region growing has been one of the most popular. Research on region growing, however, has focused primarily on the design of feature measures and on growing and merging criteria. Most of these methods have an inherent dependence on the order in which the points and regions are examined. This weakness implies that a desired segmented result is sensitive to the selection of the initial growing points. We define a set of theoretical criteria for a subclass of region-growing algorithms that are insensitive to the selection of the initial growing points. This class of algorithms, referred to as Symmetric Region Growing (SymRG), leads to a single-pass region-growing approach applicable to any dimensionality of images. Furthermore, they lead to region-growing algorithms that are both memory-and computation-efficient. Finally, by-products of this general paradigm are algorithms for fast connected-component labeling and cavity deletion. The paper gives theoretical results and 3-D image examples.
INTRODUCTION
The goal of image segmentation is to partition a digital image into disjoint regions of interest. Of the many proposed image-segmentation methods, region growing has been one of the most popular [1, 2, 3] . Region growing methods generally require the desired regions to be homogeneous with respect to certain prespecified features. Research on region-based segmentation methods has focused on either ( ) the design of feature measures and growing criteria [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] or ( ) algorithm efficiency and accuracy [7, 8] .
Most of these methods, however, have an inherent dependence on the order in which the points and regions are examined [1, 2] . This weakness implies that a desired segmented result is sensitive to the selection of the initial growing points. The reason that a region-based segmentation method can have this problem is because its measured feature information adaptively changes as the segmentation process progresses. For example, most seeded region-growing processes only add a new point to a region if its corresponding feature measures are similar to those of an adjacent existing region; after this new point is added to the region, the region's feature measures change. Therefore, different initial growing point assignments lead to different values for evolving region information. Furthermore, taking 3D images as an example, past implementations of region growing build regions by first searching the initial growing points and then expanding the regions in all directions. The algorithm operates as if it were Ü-, Ý-, Þ-inseparable. Therefore, during segmentation, the entire image has to reside in memory, plus another copy of the image must be used to store the region labels.
We propose the concept of Symmetric Region Growing. Regiongrowing algorithms that abide by the theoretical criteria defining ËÝÑÊ are insensitive to the initial growing points and initial conditions set forth for segmentation. These criteria, defined in Section 3, lead to fast single-pass growing algorithms. Such algorithms can be built for any image dimensionality. Furthermore, as indicated in Section 5, the ËÝ Ñ Ê paradigm leads to efficient algorithms for 3D connected-component labeling and 3D cavity deletion. Also, as shown in Section 5, ËÝ Ñ Ê algorithms are both memory-and computation-efficient.
NOTATION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider a digital image Á defined on an Ò-dimensional discrete (digital) space Ò ; i.e., Á If two image points and are connected, then at least one path (or ordered sequence of connected points) exists between them [9] .
The notation È will represent such a path. Alternately, let the notation´ Ô½ Ô ¾ Ô Ò µ represent a particular path between and , where point is a neighbor of point Ô½, Ô½ is a neighbor of Ô¾, etc. For this paper, all points on a path must lie in the same region; i.e., if ¾ Ê , then Ô½ ¾ Ê , Ô¾ ¾ Ê , , ¾ Ê .
In 2D images, connectivity and neighbors are defined using either 4-connectivity or 8-connectivity [9] . Analogously, for 3D images, 6-connectivity or 26-connectivity define such concepts.
Focusing the segmentation process to region growing, the segmented image (1) is represented by
where Á is the image under consideration, Ê ´ µ denotes a regiongrowing method governed by measure and growing criteria , and is a set of the initial growing points used by . In general, contains one point per region of interest:
Point ½ is the initial growing point, or seed, for Ê½, ¾ is the seed for Ê¾, etc. (If contained additional points, then it is assumed that these points belong to evolving regions.) No seed is needed for the background region ÊÅ, as all points not assigned to a "true" The region growing algorithm Ê ´ µ schematically follows the flow shown in Figure 2 . Seeds are first defined for region Ê .
Next, the criteria, Á and , are interactively applied to the evolving regions until the growing process terminates. The growing process terminates with Ë´Á Ê ´ µ µ when application of Á and produces no further changes to the evolving segmented image.
GENERAL DEFINITIONS AND THEOREMS
Region-based algorithms form regions from initial growing points by following a certain growing sequence, as specified by Á and . If initial growing points change, the resulting growing sequence changes. Our question is whether different seed sets, (3) and (4), and growing sequences lead to the same segmentation results. If not, what constraints can be placed on an algorithm to obtain the same segmentation? We develop a novel concept -Symmetric Region Growing (SymRG), which implicitly reveals that not all region-based algorithms are robust to varied growing sequences. Section 4 and 5 show that symmetric region growing can preserve the merits of the region-based approach, and enable savings on computation and memory usage. Below we state a series of definitions and theorems that build up the SymRG paradigm. It produces equivalent segmentation results even with different assignments of the initial growing points. Specifically, this theorem eliminates the importance of the set of initial growing points: a SymRG algorithm is allowed to grow from any point of an image. The SymRG paradigm has three benefits: (a) robustness to the selection of the initial growing points; (b) savings on computation time; (c) efficient memory management. Theorem 2 shows that a SymRG algorithm can achieve (a). Section 4 develops criteria that accomplishes (b) and (c).
THE SYMRG ALGORITHM
A region-growing algorithm is governed by Ë Á . Seed criteria Ë account for the grayscale values and connectivity of the regions of interest. It helps select the initial points to trigger the growing process. The inclusion criteria Á and exclusion criteria are iteratively applied to include points to existing regions. Hence, they are responsible for determining the symmetry of a regiongrowing algorithm. The following examples show approaches that yield symmetric region growing. The subsequent theoretical results validates these approaches.
Á and employ current local features, regardless of existing region information that relates to the visiting order of points. That is, the growing mechanism does not remember the previous state of the features. Then, for a neighboring point Õ, ´¡ ¡µ is symmetric, because ´Ô Õµ ´Õ Ôµ. This corollary reveals that a SymRG algorithm can sequentially scan and grow each region from the first point of the region. The segmented result is equivalent to that generated by growing from the known seed points.
We now propose a general algorithm for 2D and 3D SymRG.
2D Symmetric Region Growing (2D SymRG)
For row
Construct one-dimensional regions by applying Á and . 
3D Symmetric Region Growing
For slice In the algorithms above, AEÝ is the number of rows in a 2D (slice) image, and AEÞ is the number of slices in a 3D image. During region construction steps, a region table notes the evolving regions [11] . During region merging steps, an equivalence table is updated. The algorithm can be extended to any dimensionality. We therefore propose an Ü-, Ý-, Þ-separable and an efficient single-pass algorithm for 3D images [8, 12] .
Since the entire process requires one pass through the slices, the visited slices are no longer needed and thus can store region numbers of the points. Therefore, a SymRG algorithm theoretically requires only a few slices of the image ready in the memory, plus a small amount of working buffer to maintain the region and equivalence tables. In the past, a true 3D region-growing method looked for at most 26 neighbors for growing. On the contrary, SymRG methods look for 8 neighbors, in a 2D sense, for growing. When merging takes place, the overlapping (in Ü-and Ý-coordinates) portions of active regions on consecutive ( and´ ½µ) slices are checked. The reduction of computation time and memory requirement is significant, especially for huge images. ctr01-03 are three other test images [8, 12] . The past approach is an implementation proposed in Ref. [5] . SymRG (1) is performed on a Sun Ì Å machine that has one 250MHz CPU running Solaris Ì Å 2.5.1, while SymRG(2) on a PC that has a 400MHz CPU running Windows Ì Å NT 4.0.
RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS
Figure 3 demonstrates our method on an EBCT-scanned 3D humanliver image. Figure 3 (a) shows a 2D coronal maximum-intensity projection (MIP) from the 3D image. Figure 3 (b) depicts the segmented result by SymRG. It took 34 seconds on a 250 MHz Sun machine and 4 seconds on a 400 MHz PC, as shown in Figure 4 . In comparison, the 3D seeded region-growing algorithm proposed in Ref. [5] ponent labeling and 3D cavity deletion. Connected component labeling works on the binary image and gathers information from foreground regions. SymRG can achieve the same result by adapting the growing parameters. The purpose of cavity deletion is to remove cavities in desired regions. Cavities are background regions that do not touch the image boundary. Their generation is virtually inevitable, unless the original image presents perfect contrast between foreground and background. A 3D cavity deletion algorithm can also be obtained by adapting the SymRG algorithm. We first compute the complement of the image, and perform 3D connected-component labeling as described above. The difference is that if the foreground intra-component voxels are 26-connected, then the background voxels are 6-connected, and vice versa. The components that do not touch the boundary of the image are considered to be holes; all voxels in such components are set to 0. We then compute the image complement again giving an resultant image with holes removed. This produces an image containing solid regions.
A complete description of this work, including further theoretical details, proofs, algorithm implementation, and results appear in Ref. [13, 14] .
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